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Abstract

The wide-spread utilization of diffusion-weighted imaging in the clinical neurosciences to assess white-matter
(WM) integrity and architecture calls for robust validation strategies applied to the data that are acquired with
noninvasive imaging. However, the pathology and detailed fiber architecture of WM tissue can only be observed
postmortem. With these considerations in mind, we designed an automated method for the determination of ax-
onal orientation in high-resolution microscope images. The algorithm was tested on tissue that was stained using
a silver impregnation technique that was optimized to resolve axonal fibers against very low levels of back-
ground. The orientation of individual nerve fibers was detected using spatial filtering and a template-matching
algorithm, and the results are displayed as color-coded overlays. Quantitative models of WM fiber architecture at
the microscopic level can lead to improved interpretation of low-resolution neuroimaging data and to more ac-
curate mapping of fiber pathways in the human brain.
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Introduction

Increasing importance has been given in recent years to
the anatomy of the deep white matter ([WM]; Kleinfeld

et al., 2011; Sporns et al., 2005), and specifically to the geom-
etry and topography of fiber tracts, which define effective
connectivity (Horowitz, 2003) between different parcels of
gray matter. Effective connectivity is currently perceived as
the blueprint for behavior, the latter being dependent on
the temporal and spatial dynamics of distributed functional
networks (van Essen et al., 2012). In addition, diffusion-
weighted imaging (DWI), a relatively recent magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) technique that provides measures of
WM integrity (Chan et al., 2003), indicates that pathological
and age-related WM changes not only affect the density of
myelination but also create changes in fiber architecture. In
spite of the significance of the WM anatomy in studies of
the brain function and disease, very little is known about
the detailed arrangement of axonal fiber pathways in the
human brain. Improved sensitivity is offered by specialized
imaging techniques such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
and diffusion spectrum imaging (Wedeen et al., 2012); how-
ever, axonal architecture at the microstructural level can
only be directly observed postmortem on stained histological
sections. Furthermore, to study detailed axonal geometric
properties, the examination has to be conducted at a

relatively high magnification, ideally equal to or higher
than 10 · (this optical magnification corresponds to a resolu-
tion of 1 lm/pixel using a common 2-megapixel scientific
digital camera). The higher the magnification, the smaller
the field of view (FOV); accordingly, considerable time
would be required to examine even small areas of tissue with-
out the utilization of digital microscopy techniques. The latter
facilitate large-scale analyses of the histological material and
comparisons with MRI data at the system level, that is, for the
whole brain (Annese, 2012). Stereological protocols based on
systematic sampling (West, 2002) also offer practical means to
quantify tissue parameters; the method produces reliable es-
timates from the examination of only a limited sample, but
these results can be generalized across whole specimens,
and in some cases, they may provide useful validation infor-
mation in respect to MRI (Bürgel et al., 2005, Hsu et al., 1998,
Kielar et al., 2012, Leergaard et al., 2010). In these studies,
inter-rater variability and error coefficients need to be tested
accurately to guarantee the validity and reproducibility of re-
sults (Scollan et al. 1998).

Automated image analysis has several advantages over the
techniques above mentioned. First, it eliminates the concerns
of observer-dependent bias. Secondly, it does not require
lengthy operator training. Finally, it allows for processing
large batches of image files consecutively without supervi-
sion. This is important, as future systematic comparisons
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between MRI data and tissue-level features will require effi-
cient large-scale methods of histological analysis and quanti-
fication that are not typically used in the context of classic
neuropathological examinations (Annese, 2012).

To date, very little has been done to survey the WM with
automated image analysis protocols; in fact, most algorithms
for image analysis are geared toward measuring the density
or size of cellular features based on texture information,
using intensity measures and pattern recognition (Arm-
strong, 2010; Budde et al., 2011; Wedeen et al., 2012). Because
the study of detailed fiber distribution and orientation in the
WM will become increasingly relevant for studies of brain
connectivity and disease, we have designed a method for
the automated detection of axonal fiber architecture in digital
histological images of the deep WM acquired via computer-
assisted microscopy. Image analysis is based on a template-
matching algorithm that classifies parcels of the WM
contained in FOVs based on the orientation of axonal seg-
ments relative to a discrete array of templates.

Methods

Data

The algorithm was tested on five sample images acquired
from frozen sections (70-lm thickness) that were stained
using a modified Bielschowsky silver impregnation method
(Bielschowsky, 1902) that reveals axons and, to a lesser extent,
neuroglia. The contrast between stained features and the
background is improved by treating the sections with a potas-
sium ferricyanide (K3[Fe(CN)6]) solution to remove excess sil-
ver from the parenchima (Merker and Hess, 1983). The brain
belonged to a 50-year-old man with no history of mental ill-
ness or neurological disease. It was fixed by immersion in a
phosphate-buffered formaldehyde solution, cryoprotected
in increasing solutions of sucrose (10%–30%), and cut on a
large-format motorized microtome (Leica Microsystems, Buf-
falo Grove, IL). Images were acquired at 20 · magnification
using a Retiga R4000 digital camera (Q imaging, Surrey, Can-
ada) mounted on an Olympus BX51WI upright microscope
(Olympus America, Center Valley, PA), equipped with a
grid-encoded motorized stage (Ludl Electronic Products,
Hawthorne, NY). Microlucida software (MBF Biosciences,
Williston, VT) was used to acquire multiple image tiles sys-
tematically (single tile size: 1486 · 1238 pixels, resolution:
0.37 lm/pixel; FOV in terms of tissue area: 550 · 458 lm).
Multiple tiles were stitched into a whole-slice montage (Fig.
2a; made of *40,000 tiles) that was the basis for the selection
of sample images for local analyses. Silver impregnation and
subsequent development produced excellent image contrast,
revealing single axonal fibers very sharply.

Image processing

Image analysis was designed to assign a value representing
orientation to pixels that included segments of nerve fibers.
The axonal location was determined and orientated within a
discrete area surrounding each pixel, as described below.

Image normalization. Preprocessing steps included
adjusting for large intensity changes caused by uneven histo-
logical staining or illumination, as well as enhancing contrast
where the tissue was not completely in focus. Specifically, we

used spatial filtering to calculate the local mean intensity and
variance values for a predefined area surrounding each pixel
(neighborhood area: 10 · 10 pixels). Images were normalized
by calculating the local mean intensity and the local image
contrast to obtain a measure of intensity variance, then sub-
tracting the mean intensity from the image, and dividing
the result by the variance. Normalization of intensities in
the raw image (Fig. 1a) produced a gray-scale image x with
uniform intensity and image contrast (Fig. 1b).

Feature detection. A template-matching algorithm was
used to calculate a similarity measure that compared fiber seg-
ments within the neighborhood area surrounding each pixel
(Fig. 1e) to a dictionary of orientation templates (Fig. 1k). The
latter were constructed as line segments rotated at different an-
gles (i.e., representing discrete orientations; Fig. 1f–j). The tem-
plates were designed to match the range of thickness values d
that matched the characteristics of the population of fibers in
the tissue. A complete range of orientation angles h (h = 0–
180) was considered. For the neighborhood area of each pixel
in the image x, we defined a similarity measure based on thick-
ness and orientation sd,h(x); the latter was described by the
cross-covariance in respect to the templates. To improve per-
formance, template matching was implemented in Fourier
space as a convolution with a complex conjugate using the
Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW) library (Frigo
and Johnson, 1998) and a custom code written in C ++ .

In the presence of a fiber at a specific pixel location xi, if the
orientation and thickness of the axonal fiber matched the orien-
tation and thickness of a specific template, then the value of
sd;h(xi) was positive. Conversely, when local axonal orientation
did not match the orientation of the template or the pixel rep-
resented an area dominated by noise, the cross-
covariance value was lower. The value of sd;h(xi) was negative
when the contrast was reversed, for instance, when the pixel oc-
curred in a background region between two darkly stained fi-
bers (the opposite of the template images). In short, the cross-
covariance s is equivalent to a similarity value describing how
well the fiber matches the template in thickness and orienta-
tion. Specific template angles (possible orientations) as well
as the number of templates (angular resolution) are user de-
fined. In the context of this study, we used 15 templates rang-
ing 180�. The angular resolution for 15 templates is *6� based
on the Nyquist–Shannon theorem: (180�(180/15))/14/2.

To obtain a distribution function that was better suited for
statistical analysis (i.e., to remove negative values), we map-
ped the similarity values to a normalized range of 0–1 using
the logistic function

gh = (1þ exp (� bsh))� 1:

The variable b was used to match the logistic function to
the overall distribution of similarity values. In practice,
within the range of fiber densities contained in our sample
images, the actual value of b was not a determining factor
for obtaining correct orientation maps. The formula

b = p=2
ffiffiffi
r
p

was used to set b relative to the variance r of the distribution
of similarity values in the image of the histological slice and
provided sufficient normalization across a wide range of
morphological conditions (Fig. 2b–d).
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Thresholding. We applied a fiber detection threshold
based on the maximum value of g for all orientations to ex-
clude areas that contained high noise levels or just back-
ground. Based on the g function, fibers were likely to be
detected if the maximum value of g across all orientations
for a given pixel was above a value of 0.5. Therefore, in this
study, pixels within an image were considered to contain
fibers if maxh (gh) > 0.9.

A problem with this thresholding rationale is that it does not
exclude complex fiber orientation distributions such as regions
with two or more crossing or kissing (juxtaposed) fibers. Such
distinction would require higher thresholding values resulting
in a degradation of performance in areas containing higher
noise levels. However, it was possible to account for these
regions by examining the shape of the distribution function
gh. In fact, while for regions with a single preferred fiber orien-
tation, the distribution g was condensed around a single peak
representing the major orientation, and regions of fiber cross-
ing with multiple detected orientations were characterized
by several peaks (see blue curve in Fig. 1k).

Fiber classification. To classify pixels belonging to areas
with multiple fiber orientations, we introduced an analysis
based on a circular version of the distribution g. Subse-
quently, we applied Rayleigh’s test for uniformity (Mardia
and Jupp, 2000b) based on the assumption that it is possible
to reject uniformity (no single peak) if the mean resultant
length R defined as

X =
+n

i = 1gh cos (2hi)

+n
i = 1ghi

, Y =
+n

i = 1gh sin (2hi)

+n
i = 1ghi

R =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X2þY2

p

is large. We rejected the null hypothesis that no single orien-
tation existed for a Rayleigh threshold of

R
2
+n

i = 1ghi
> 0:8

Because lines contained in the templates have an inherent
rotational (antipodal) symmetry, the values of s and g are
the same for h and h + 180�. Therefore, we only considered
the range of 0��180� for sampling orientations to increase
processing speed. However, because the statistical classifica-
tion based on the Rayleigh’s test requires a circular distribu-
tion (h = 0��360�), the latter was restored by using antipodal
values over 180�.

Detecting fiber orientation. The final fiber orientation was
calculated as the mean orientation of the circularly distrib-
uted values of gh using the method of doubling the angles
(Mardia and Jupp, 2000a). According to this method, we cal-
culated the mean orientation h as

h =
1=2 tan� 1 (X=Y) if Xq0,

1=2 tan� 1 (X=Y)þ p=2 if X < 0

8<
: :

given R > 0 as a measure of confidence relative to the
obtained mean orientation h.

The detection of fiber orientation was repeated as multiple
iterations of the same process, but for different thickness
(fiber diameter), values d and eventually combined into a
final orientation map for the population of fibers in the sam-

ple area of tissue. For each pixel, we selected the mean orien-
tation that produced the largest value of g. In this study, three
different line thicknesses were used; specifically, d was 2-, 4-,
and 8-pixel wide, respectively. These values corresponded to
fiber diameters ranging from 0.7 to 3 lm.

Results

The filtering operation removed large-to-intermediate in-
tensity differences from the input as shown in Figure 1b.
The locations of detected fibers are displayed in Figure 1c
as color overlays (same section as in Fig. 1a). After the Ray-
leigh’s test for uniformity was applied, the pixels containing
multiple crossing fibers were removed from the image (Fig.
1d). The algorithm correctly classified fibers against the
noisy background and identified regions with unspecific ori-
entations. Specifically, the feature detection operation distin-
guished between regions containing single, crossing, or no
fibers at all. The distribution of orientations outputted by
the template-matching algorithm was in accordance with
the actual distribution of axonal fibers in the sample images,
as evaluated by an expert anatomist (author J.A.). Although
this retrospective evaluation does not prove that the algo-
rithm would perform consistently in all situations, it is a
good indication of the validity of the analysis in terms of un-
derlying anatomy.

To demonstrate the reliability of the algorithm, we sam-
pled three regions of the WM containing qualitatively differ-
ent fiber populations. Figure 2 shows the results of the
processing pipeline applied to these regions. The template-
matching algorithm was applied to areas sampled from the
corpus callosum (containing a single predominant fiber
tract), corona radiata (where the tissue is populated by multi-
ple crossing fibers), and the caudate nucleus (constituting
predominantly the gray matter). The algorithm was success-
ful in identifying regions with uniform fiber orientations, as
well as regions populated by crossing fibers; thus, it was pos-
sible to resolve complex architectural patterns occurring even
in very different conditions, reflecting WM geometry under-
lying specific anatomical regions of the brain (Fig. 2c).

Orientation glyphs were generated by drawing a histo-
gram of orientation values (0–360) as a polar plot. The orien-
tation values were collected from the proportion of pixels that
show a single preferred orientation in the image sample (Fig.
2e–j). For each location, histograms were created using two
different Rayleigh threshold values (0 and 0.8). A non-zero
value of the Rayleigh threshold sharpened the orientation
peak by rejecting spurious orientation values. In regions of
crossing fibers (i.e., in the region of the corona radiata), the ef-
fect of this thresholding operation was especially pronounced
(Fig. 2g, h). The resulting peaks in the orientation profiles
were tight enough to allow the simultaneous detection of
multiple fiber orientations for regions approaching the size
of the templates.

The proposed algorithm provides the basis for quantitative
analysis of a simple property, that is, axonal orientation. More
complex properties, such as fiber crossing and kissing (juxta-
position), are complex architectonic features that can be
detected based on the collection of multiple measurements
provided by the algorithm. The threshold chooses pixels
that are characterized by complex orientation profiles. The
glyph representations can be used to detect crossing fibers
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either by examining the ratio of eigenvalues or by computing
statistically independent components in the orientation den-
sity. Regions where the components of the glyphs that are or-
thogonal to the main detected orientation are also consistent
are likely to be populated by parallel fibers; the smaller
(shorter) these orthogonal components are, the closer the
fibers, approaching juxtaposition (overlap) when the orthog-
onal component approaches zero. By creating orientation-
dependent histograms over increasingly larger areas of tissue,
it is possible to extrapolate the orientation structure at different
levels of magnification; in other words, the analysis can be
done at different scales (microscopically and macroscopically).

Discussion

We described an observer-independent method to measure
nerve fiber distribution in stained histological sections of the
brain. In this study, three consecutive iterations of the tem-
plate-matching algorithm were employed using template
sizes of 2, 4, and 8 pixels, respectively. Because the resolution
of our images was 0.37 lm/pixel, these templates are valid
for a range of fibers between 0.7 and 3 lm in diameter. We de-
termined that this was the optimal range for detecting fibers
in the WM regions selected for this study. Because the size of
axonal fibers in the human WM ranges from 0.5 to 20 lm, the
range of template thickness used in our image analysis proto-

col should be increased to capture the WM morphology
exhaustively.

Because the analysis was conducted on stained tissue sam-
ples, potential artifacts that occur as a consequence of histo-
logical processing should be considered. These include
staining inhomogeneity within the same section and differ-
ences in staining across different batches of sections that are
processed separately. It is possible to control for these factors
using specific equipment and protocols that afford high levels
of consistency and reproducibility. In our case, the thickness
of frozen tissue sections (which is the main parameter affect-
ing observed staining density) is controlled by maintaining
narrow ranges of temperature during the cutting process.
Furthermore, when conducting analyses across multiple sec-
tions, that is, when examining the three-dimensional (3-D)
course of specific fiber bundles or when comparing different
subjects, all sections should be stained as a part of the same
batch. These relatively straightforward solutions are the
basis for reliable, large-scale bran mapping at the microscopic
level.

The study was focused on demonstrating the ability to de-
tect local differences in axonal architecture; however, an im-
portant issue to consider is how well the algorithm
performs in classifying similar patterns in the same slice
and in multiple sections. Repeatability is guaranteed by the
fact that the method is automated, once the necessary

FIG. 1. Preprocessing and template-matching process applied to a sample image acquired in the deep white matter. (a) Raw
image illustrating crossing fibers from the corticospinal tract in a section stained with a modified Bielschowsky silver impreg-
nation technique; scale bar = 100 lm. (b) The same image after spatial filtering and normalization. (c) A color map of the mean
orientation at each pixel overlaid on the raw image data. (d) By applying the Rayleigh threshold, color coding of the mean
orientation at each pixel is restricted to pixels that have a single preferred orientation. (e) Magnified image selection from
white box in (a). The colored geometrical markers represent three pixels that contain either a single fiber (green triangle),
two crossing fibers (blue diamond), or background (red square); scale bar = 25 lm. (f–j) Similarity maps in respect to discrete
templates (upper right corner). Higher similarity values are visible as areas of enhanced contrast and brightness. (k) Graph
showing similarity values plotted against template line orientations for each of the three selected pixel regions in (e). The mask-
ing threshold level is displayed as a dotted horizontal line (b = 0.0024). The color bar indicates detected fiber orientations from 0
to 180�.
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parameters are established. Therefore, any eventual discrep-
ancy in the results would be due to qualitative issues related
to histological staining. Consistency of the results of the anal-
ysis is directly related to the quality of the histological mate-
rial; it can therefore be increased by applying appropriate
methods to maximize uniformity in the level of staining.

We performed image analysis on two-dimensional (2-D)
images acquired from the histological samples. This poses
two main limitations. First, the slides contain tissue slices
that have a tangible thickness, even taking into consideration
the shrinkage effect of staining and dehydration. Specifically,
our histological material underwent significant thinning
(from 70 to 15–20 lm) after treatment with alcohols and sol-
vents. To obtain clear images of the tissue throughout the
depth of the slice, microscope imaging was performed
using an objective with relatively a low numerical aperture
(NA) (and large depth of field). Therefore, most of the ele-
ments contained in the raster images were in focus. Neverthe-
less, the tissue sample may contain fibers that do not run
parallel to the image plane, and further work is required to re-
solve the inclination (relative to the z-axis) of this population
of fibers and to reconstruct axonal architecture within the
thickness of the tissue. An obvious solution is to use higher
magnification oil-immersion objectives (60 · to 100 · ) as the
latter also have higher NA ranges and narrow depth of
field. In these conditions, it is possible to acquire registered

stacks of images reproducing narrow optical layers through
the tissue section where it is possible to trace the course of
vertically oriented fibers running across multiple layers. In
turn, this process potentially allows for reconstructing a 3-D
orientation map from the results of 2-D analyses conducted
with the same parameters at multiple levels, although in
practice, this has yet to be demonstrated. Naturally, using
higher-magnification and higher NA objectives also means
minimizing the FOV considerably; this increases not only
the time necessary for acquiring data, but also the computa-
tional demands and overall processing times. Ideally, the
study would benefit from novel optical hardware that can
afford macroscopic imaging with very high NA.

Secondly, depending on the plane of section applied to the
brain specimen, there will be anatomical regions where the
majority of the fibers run toward (normal to) the optical
plane. Our method is not intended to resolve inclination an-
gles. Nevertheless, a substantial length of moderately inclined
fibers is detectable after the preprocessing step (image nor-
malization) is completed. The orientation computed from
these fibers represents only the 2-D component of the inclined
fiber. It is difficult to provide the actual angular resolution
with respect to the z-plane of our method, because this fea-
ture depends largely on the thickness and staining intensity
of each individual fiber, the overall density of fibers in the
sample region, and the level of background staining.

FIG. 2. (a) Stained histological section at the level of the pons with the regions of interest indicated by arrows; red, blue, and
green, in the area of the corpus callosum (CC), corona radiata CR), and caudate nucleus (CN), respectively. Scale bar = 2 cm. (b,
c, d) Sample images at 20 · magnification (field of view = 550 · 458 lm), framed by colored boxes corresponding to the regions
indicated by arrows in (a). Scale bars = 100 lm. (e–j) Glyphs representing summed orientation histograms for tissue areas
100 · 92-lm wide; with (f, h, j) and without (e, g, i) Rayleigh threshold (0.8). The exclusion of cross-over pixels has a noticeable
effect on the geometry of the glyphs for regions populated by crossing fibers predominantly (c), while having little-to-no effect
on regions containing axons with single preferred orientations (b), or regions with no preferred orientation (d).
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Filtering was used as a preprocessing step in our method to
normalize the data with respect to local differences in image
intensity and contrast. Interestingly, such decorrelating spa-
tial filtering mimics the illumination-invariant response prop-
erties of simple cells in the primary visual cortex (Olshausen
and Field, 1996). Even though the goal of the analysis was the
detection and measurement of axons and fiber orientation, in-
tensity and contrast values represent important parameters in
determining the state of WM tissue in stained histological ma-
terial (indeed, the intensity of staining after treatment with
dyes such as Luxol Fast Blue is one of the major features ex-
amined in routine WM neuropathology). The method that we
described also provides information on staining density, as
this parameter can be extracted from the initial image normal-
ization process. In any case, fiber orientation analysis should
be combined with quantitative techniques that provide maps
of complementary histological features that are relevant to
WM anatomy and disease, such as myelination levels and
the density of glia (Budde et al., 2011).

Knowledge of WM anatomy is necessary to calibrate the al-
gorithm correctly. User input is necessary to set appropriate
threshold levels and to define the number of iterations ap-
plied to different axonal diameters (fiber thickness). The anal-
ysis is practically user-independent beyond these initial
calibration steps.

The range of threshold values is obtained using cross-
covariance calculations, followed by a logistic function
and the introduction of scaling parameter b. It could be
argued that cross-correlation, applied directly to the tem-
plates and the real fibers, would be more efficient because
cross-correlation values are naturally bounded between �1
and + 1. However, our goal was to perform operations that
could eventually be extended to very large areas of tissue;
therefore, our emphasis was placed on high processing
speed. Unlike cross-covariance, cross-correlation cannot
easily be computed in Fourier space; therefore, it is a much
slower operation overall.

We have not attempted to time the performance of the
algorithm on very large samples, including the whole cross-
sectional area of the brain. It should be noted that different
CPU architectures and processing speed would affect the
overall speed of analysis. Each giant histological section can
be represented at 20 · magnification by *40,000 image
tiles. These tiles could potentially be batch-processed using
the same parameters, assuming staining is homogeneous
throughout the whole surface of the slice. The process could
be repeated on multiple stacked sections, to sample orienta-
tions across the whole brain. While this is certainly an exciting
prospect, a more immediate and practical application of the
algorithm would be at the level of selected sample regions
where it would be possible to demonstrate disease-related
changes of the well-known WM regions and fiber tracts.

The application of the template-matching algorithm to bio-
logical samples from clinical cases with a known WM pathol-
ogy might be useful to provide detailed characterizations of
disease-related WM changes and could help the interpreta-
tion of noninvasive diagnostic data (Pierpaoli et al., 2001).
MRI- and DTI-detectable lesions in the deep WM are signifi-
cant biomarkers for several debilitating neurological condi-
tions, such as multiple sclerosis (van Waesberghe et al.,
1999) and HIV-related dementia (Ernst et al., 1999; Gongva-
tana et al., 2009); they also occur as a consequence of the nor-

mal process of aging (Fjell and Walhovd, 2010; Wahlund
et al., 2001). DTI provides two main parameters as indicators
of WM integrity. Mean diffusivity is expressed as the average
of the three eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor, and it reflects
the magnitude of water molecule diffusion in the tissue. Frac-
tional anisotropy is the degree of directionality of water diffu-
sion; this index is defined as a coefficient of variation of the
eigenvalues (Basser et al., 1994; Pierpaoli et al., 1996). How-
ever, when considered separately, the eigenvalues reflect dif-
ferent microscopic phenomena. The main eigenvalue is called
axial diffusivity (AD) and describes diffusion that occurs par-
allel to the axon fibers. The average of the second and third
eigenvalues is referred to as radial diffusivity (RD); this is
an indicator of diffusion perpendicular to the axonal fibers.
A decrease in RD is associated with WM damage due to de-
myelination; conversely, changes in AD are likely to occur
when axons are damaged because of secondary degeneration
(such as in Wallerian degeneration). In view of these consid-
erations, AD would be the parameter that would more closely
correlate with the results of our analysis based on template
matching. Areas of high AD would likely contain a high de-
gree of fibers sharing the same orientation. More importantly,
the structure of the glyphs obtained with our algorithm could
help differentiate instances of low AD due to axonal disaggre-
gation from low AD due simply to regions having a high de-
gree of crossing fibers.

Robust (and scalable) measurement methods that can elu-
cidate WM architecture at the microscopic level will play an
increasingly important role in understanding brain matura-
tion and neuropathogenetic phenomena underlying known
MRI (and DWI) biomarkers of neurological disease.
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